At Ceridian, our focus is to help your organization go live fast and realize long-term value from your investment. With Dayforce Accelerate, we’ve prioritized the most mission-critical components of Dayforce into defined packages that are based on what our customers most typically use. We implement this by utilizing our Dayforce Activate technology-enabled process that delivers a consistent, standardized experience that’s built around your organization’s data while applying best practices from our thousands of prior successful deployments.

The idea is to first get your teams comfortable with mastering the key Dayforce functionality and understanding what can be achieved. As they become more proficient and business needs evolve, new features can be deployed in our Enhanced Offerings. At every stage of your journey as a customer, our unified team of experts and portfolio of services are available to support and enable your success.
Why Dayforce Accelerate?

Go live quickly with the essentials
We’ve taken the most critical components of Dayforce, based what our customers most typically use, into focused solutions so you can go live fast.

Flexibility to adopt more as business requires
Deploy new features and functionality as your organizational needs evolve and your teams are ready.

Clarity and predictability
Your contract will clearly define the package scope and project deliverables so you can take comfort in understanding what will be delivered, when, as well as costs.

Lower risk
Benefit from our consistent, reliable, and proven Dayforce Activate methodology and toolset that has resulted in 50% fewer support cases post go-live compared with customers that didn’t use Activate.

Our proven Dayforce Activate technology-enabled process helps you go live fast.

Experience a faster path to value with Dayforce Activate
We deploy using our proven implementation process and methodology.

Develop greater self-sufficiency
Get more control over your implementation to develop a solid understanding of Dayforce, helping to reduce your learning curve.

Focus your time on what matters
Leverage a wealth of experience allowing you to spend less time on data entry and enjoy more quality consulting time with your implementation experts.

Gain visibility to ensure you meet your goals
Employ a strong governance model that includes a project plan and milestone checklist to increase visibility into project status and progress.

Implementation Experts
Our team of professionals provide expert guidance in a collaborative manner, giving you more control of the implementation experience.

Data driven approach
We use your data to guide us in designing an ideal solution that is built around your organization’s requirements.

Best practice methodology
Our test-driven approach is hands-on and emphasizes measurable results to help achieve success throughout the project lifecycle.

Configuration Wizard
We built an intuitive, step-by-step wizard that includes tools to alleviate complicated data loads and manual entry, while automating the validation of data.